NOTES:

1. UNTOUCHED DIMENSIONS LOCATING THE POSITION ARE BASE.

4. HOLE SIZES ARE AFTER PLATING.

5. PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD PART NUMBER IS 185-12434-1. 

7. SOLID MASK MUST BE APPLIED TO THE CIRCUIT, EXCEPT AS NOTED.

MARKING SHALL INCLUDE AS A MINIMUM:

- MANUFACTURER'S NAME
- MANUFACTURER'S PART NUMBER
- MANUFACTURER'S LOT CODE
- PWB紋り制
- PWB紋り制
- PWB紋り制
- PWB紋り制

ASSEMBLY PART NUMBER: 95-30304 rev A

CONNECTION PER DESIGNATION: THIS DRAWING

10. ALL PLATES THRU HOLES TO BE FREE OF SOLID MASK.

Overall thickness includes plating, VENOM TO SUPPLY FOR ANY PROFIT THICKNESS AS BUILT

LAYER ASSIGNMENTS

- DR. COPPER (SIGNAL-LAYER 1)
- DR. COPPER (SIGNAL-LAYER 2)
- DR. COPPER (SIGNAL-LAYER 3)
- DR. COPPER (SIGNAL-LAYER 4)
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